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Abstract. We study some irreducible and ergodic properties of quantum
dynamical semigroups, and apply our methods to semigroups of Lindblad type.
§1. Introduction
There has been great interest recently in the study of dynamical semigroups in
quantum systems as semigroups on operator algebras with certain positivity
properties such as complete positivity, see for example [3, 4, 6-8, 11, 12, 14]. Here
we study some irreducible and ergodic properties of such semigroups, with
particular reference to locally completely positive maps.
In § 2 we prove an unbounded version of Lindblad's result relating dissipations
and semigroups of locally completely positive maps on C*-algebras. In the third
section we introduce a concept of an irreducible process, which is weaker than that
considered by Davies [3] in the Schrδdinger picture. We show that a dynamical
semigroup of locally completely positive maps on a VF*-algebra is irreducible if and
only if the largest FΓ*-algebra in the fixed point set is trivial. In §4 we apply our
results to semigroups of completely positive maps of Lindblad type [3, 4, 11, 12],
and discuss the relationship of our work with that of [3]. In particular we gain more
insight into Davies' result on "doubly stochastic" quantum processes [3, Theorem
19]. Some weaker results in these directions have also been obtained by Spohn for
completely positive dynamical semigroups of JV-level systems by entirely different
methods [14].
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§ 2. Dissipations and Locally Completely Positive Semigroups
Definition 2.1. A linear map Φ between C*-algebras j/ and J* is said to be locally
completely positive if it satisfies the Kadison-Schwarz inequality:
||Φ||Φ(α*β)^Φ(α)*Φ(α)

for all

a in

tf.
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Note that our definition is slightly different from that of St0rmer [15], and that
it was shown in [1,6] that a 2-positive linear map is locally completely positive.
Definition 2.2. Let L be a linear map with domain &(L) in a C*-algebra si. Then L is
said to be a dissipation [9, 11, 12] if the following holds:
(i) @(L) is a *-subalgebra of si.
(ii) L is a *-map, i.e. L(;x)*=L(x*), for all x in
(iii) L(x*x)^L(x*)x + x*L(x) for all x in
Dissipations generate locally completely positive semigroups, or more precisely
we can show the following:
Theorem 2.3. Let {etL :t^.0}bea strongly continuous semigroup of *-linear maps on a
unital C*-algebra si. Suppose @(L) is a subalgebra of si which is closed under the
square root operation of positive elements, and contains the identity of si. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(2.4)

L is a dissipation which kills the identity.

(2.5) {etL:t^ΰ} is a semigroup of locally completely positive
maps which preserve the identity .
Proof. Suppose (2.4) holds. Then by [9, Theorem 2] L is dissipative i.e. given x in
2(L) there is a non-zero / in rf* such that f(x)= \\f\\ -\\x\\, and Re/(Lx)^0. By
semigroup theory, this means that {etL:t^O} is a semigroup of contractions. But
etLl = 1, hence etL is positive for all positive t. It now follows from [6, Theorem 5]
that etL is locally completely positive for all positive t.
Remark 2.6. Suppose L is a dissipation on a C*-algebra si. Then L being
dissipative [9, Theorem 1] is bounded, and the above theorem in this case was
shown by Lindblad [11]. From this we can deduce that if L is a *-linear map on a
C*-algebra si, then L is a dissipation if and only if {etL: t ^ 0} is a norm continuous
semigroup of locally completely positive contractions.

§ 3. Reduction of Dynamical Semigroups
We define a dynamical semigroup {7; :t ^0} on at^*-algebra j/ to be a semigroup
of weak *-continuous positive linear maps which preserve the identity. It is known
[13] that any hereditary P^*-subalgebra of a J^*-algebra si is of the form p^p
where p is a projection in si. We say that the hereditary J/F*-subalgebra 3% reduces Tt
if the semigroup Tt leaves ^ globally invariant and its restriction to J* is a dynamical
semigroup. Note that the hereditary P^*-subalgebra pjtfp reduces Tt if and only if
Ttp = p for all positive t. In fact, more can be said, if Ttp = p for all positive t, then
Tt(pxp) = pTt(x)p for all positive t and x in si, by Broise (see [16]). A dynamical
semigroup is said to be irreducible if it is not reduced by any proper hereditary W*subalgebra.
We note that the argument of [3, Theorem 13], can be used to show the
following. If Tt is a dynamical semigroup on a FF*-algebra si which leaves invariant
no proper hereditary [13] *-subalgebra of si, then Tt has no non-scalar fixed points
i.e. [xetsιί:Tt(x) = x9Vf]=<C. See also (3.4) of Theorem 3.1.
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The reduction of processes has also been considered in [3,5], but their
definitions differ from ours. In [5] not all hereditary VF*-subalgebras are
considered, in fact only the weakly closed two sided ideals are admissable i.e. [pstf'.p
a central projection in j/}. In [3] the author works in the Schrδdinger picture, i.e. he
considers the semigroup (7^ on the predual X^ and his admissable subspaces in
j^ are the norm closed hereditary subspaces on ^. If j/ = J*(Jf), these are
7
{p^(J^)p 'P a projection in ^(Jf )}. Clearly, if p is a projection in 3&(3tf\ then a W*dynamical semigroup {T^ ί^O} leaves p^(^f)p globally invariant if and only if
{(Tt)* : t = 0} leaves (1 — p)T(H}(\ — p) invariant. However our definition is stronger,
since we impose the normalising condition Ttp = p, for all ί^O.
Theorem 3.1. Let Ttbea dynamical semigroup of locally completely positive maps on
a W*-algebra £/. Then
(3.2)

The set {xeA:Tt(x*x) = x*x, Tt(x) = x} is a weakly
closed subalgebra of s4,

(3.3)

The hereditary p<$/p reduces Tt if and only if
Tt(yp) = Tt(y)p for all positive ί, and y in ^.

(3.4)

Tt is irreducible if and only if
{xGsί\ Tt(x*x) = χ*x, Tt(xx*)= xx*, T;(X) = x, Vί} = C .

Proof. Fix ί ^0, and define D\^x stf-+stf by D(x9y) = Tt(x*y)- Tt(x*)Tt(y). Then D
is sesquilinear, and D(y,y)^Q for all y in jtf. Thus the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
applied to φD, for φ in s$*+ shows that if xej/, then D(x, x) = 0, if and only if
D(x, y] = 0 for all y in sf. Thus Tt(x*x) = x*x and Tt(x) = x for all t ^ 0, if and only if
Tt(yx) = Tt(y)x for all y in j/. The statements of the theorem now clearly follow.
We denote the subalgebra in (3.2) by d(T).
Remark 3.5. The proof of the above Theorem can be used to strengthen Theorem 3.1
in [1], and thus Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 of that paper also apply to locally
completely positive maps. See also the proof of [2, Theorem 3.1].
§4. Applications
We are now going to apply the preceeding results to dynamical semigroups of Lindblad type (see [3, 4, 7, 8, 1 1, 12, 14]). Let (Ω, μ) be a σ-finite measure space, ffl a separable hilbert space, and A a weakly measurable map from Ω into &($? ) such that
the map ξ-*A( )ξ defines a bounded linear operator 2X from ffl into L2(Ω Jf7). Then
there is a normal completely positive linear map V on &(3? ) given by

where the integral converges in the ultraweak topology, and 0 ^ F(l) ^ || 91 1| 2. (Note
that Kraus [10] has shown that any normal completely positive map on J'pf )
arises in this way from an atomic measure on a countable set.) Let H be a bounded
self adjoint operator on #C and define
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Then L(x)=V(x) + K*x + xK, xe^(J^) defines a norm continuous semigroup
{etL:t^O} of completely positive normal maps on &(J4?). We can now show the
following.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on the hilbert space ffl , which is
globally invariant under the semigroup etL. // Tt is the induced W*-dynamical
semigroup on M, then the algebra J?(T) = {χeM:Tt(x*x) = x*x, Tt(x) = x9 Vί^O} is
equal to JίcΛ{A(ω\K}'.
Thus Tt is irreducible
if and only if
Jtr^{A(ω\A(ω)*,H}' ' = (C. (Here the commutants are interpreted in an almost
everywhere sense.)
Proof. We have the following identity valid for all x in
(4.2)

L(x*x) - L(x*)x - x*L(x) - JΩ \_A(ω\ x] * \_A(ω\ x\dμ(ω) .

Thus if xeJί(T), we have L(x*x) = L(x) = Q, so that |yl(ω), x] = 0, a.e. This implies
that F(x)=F(l)x, so that 0 = L(x) = V(x) + K*x + xK implies that
i.e. x(iH - F(l)/2) - (iH - F(l)/2)x
i.e. [x,K]=0.
Conversely, if xe^n{τ4(ω), K}', we have F(x) = F(l)x, so that by the above
manipulations L(x)=V(l)x + K*x + xK = Q, and also L(x*x) = 0 by (4.2).
It follows easily, and also from [6, Theorem 3] that

Jt(T) πJέ(Ύ)*=Jtπ {A(ω\ A(ω)*9 H}! .
Remark 4.3. We briefly discuss the relation of this work with that of [3] when
M=£6(2ίf) in Theorem 4.1. Then as noted previously, if the process (Tt)^ is
irreducible in the sense of [3], then the process Tt is also irreducible in our sense. If
(7J), is irreducible, then clearly there is no proper closed subspace of ffl invariant
under K and A(ω) (a.e.). If Ω is a separable locally compact Hausdorff space, and A
is strongly continuous, then the converse is also true [3]. Now if A(ω) is normal
almost everywhere then {A(ω\K}' is a *-algebra, and equals {A(ω\ A(ω)*, H}'
= {A(ω\ H}'. In this "doubly stochastic" situation it was shown in [3, Theorem 19]
that if (Tt)^ is an irreducible infinite dimensional process, then it has no equilibrium
state. Moreover it was shown in [3, Theorem 13] that if (TJ)^ is an irreducible
process on a finite dimensional system, then it has an unique equilibrium state. In
this situation, the doubly stochastic assumption was not required.
Now suppose the dynamical semigroup Tt leaves invariant ρ in ?Γ(ffl\ i.e.
(T^ρ = ρ, for all positive ί, or equivalently L^(ρ) = 0. Clearly, it is enough to consider
self adjoint ρ. Then if either the process is doubly stochastic [i.e. A(ω) is normal a.e.]
or ffl is finite dimensional with LJ1) = 0, then:
(4.4)

L+(θ*θ)-Lt(θ*)θ

for all θ in 3~(^\ But trL # (θ) = 0, for all θ in y(3tf\ hence:
(4.5)

tr [L,(ρ2) - L,(ρ)ρ - ρL. (ρ)] = 0 .
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It follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that [A(ω)*, ρ] =0, and [£*, ρ] =0, i.e. ρe {A(ω\ K}'.
Thus if the process Tt is irreducible, we have that ρe(C. In the infinite dimensional
case, this means that ρ = 0, and there is no equilibrium state, although tr is an
invariant weight. However in finite dimensions we have an unique equilibrium state.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank the referee for his comments.
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